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Wine-house Lionel J. Bruck – courtesy JC Boisset

The wine-house Lionel J. Bruck was founded in 1807 by a German immigrant named J-M

Moppert from Bingen. His daughter, born in 1815 in Waterloo, marries his cousin from

Geisweiler named Fernand Hasenklever: a German wine merchant who is established in

Nuits-Saint-Georges (France). This is the beginning of the wine-house F. Hasenklever.

Time passes and at an advanced age, the childless Hasenklever pair approaches Joseph-Otto

Bruck to take over the house: Bruck accepts. Joseph-Otto Bruck was born in 1853 in

Langenschwalbach, Germany, turned naturalized Russian and became then a naturalized

British citizen. After the war of 1870, his son François-Joseph was born (1876). François-

Joseph marries the daughter of Madame Brintet who belongs to the upper-class of Nuits-

Saint-Georges. However, the pair isn’t very happy together and as a result of this François-

Joseph leaves France and goes to Belgium. In spite of their unhappy marriage they still had a

son together: Lionel-Joseph Bruck (1901-1972). The very man takes over the business after

the dead of his grand-father Joseph-Otto in 1937. Lionel-Joseph has been raised in England by

his grand-parents, married a Scottish and fought for the British army during the Second World

War as a secret service agent in the Middle East. Before he takes over the leadership of the

wine-house F. Hasenklever in 1947 by buying several parts of his sister (wife of Charles

Assenmacher), he starts his own wine-house named Lionel-Joseph Bruck. This wine-house

will replace F. Hasenklever little by little.

Lionel-Joseph Bruck dies in 1972 and the wine-house, which is at that time mainly focused at

the British and German market, is taken over by a branch of the Cruse family (Burgundy,

France). A few months later, the former collaborator of Lionel-Joseph Bruck, Jean-Pierre-

Charles Gruber, who still works for the company, is in disagreement with the Cruses about the

ethics of the profession, and leaves consequently the company to start his own wine-house.

Nevertheless, he has to abandon the brand Charles Gruber, which bears his name and has been

created in 1949 by the wine-house Lionel J. Bruck to prospect the Alsatian market.

In 1983 Jean-Claude Boisset takes over the wine-house Lionel J. Bruck, including the brands

F. Hasenklever, Charles Gruber, René Brison et Fils, A. de Sylou and Léonard de Saint-

Aubin. And as from that moment the brand Lionel J. Bruck will be frequently distributed in

France as in foreign countries, and especially in Japan.


